The ELF Generator!
A Brain-Wave Emulator...
Use ELF Generator to amplify your psychic powers with extraordinary results!
Price $1369-
Output power: Over 88 Watts
In Brain-Wave Range.
Technology for The New Age... means instrumentation that taps into the very "Wheelwork of Nature". The ELF Generator mimics observed Flying Saucer Technology by addressing the means with which to communicate telepathically. Using a "Carrier Frequency" (Resonant Frequency of Water, 42.6 kHz), ELF unit "chops" this Carrier Frequency with the Extremely Low Frequency signal, accurate to three decimal places for subtle nuances of psychic effect. With a “Capacitive Discharge” Modular Antenna System, unit puts out over 88 watts of power in several different “fields” (Magnetic, Electric, and Ætheric or Scalar). TrackBall Tuning in order to “Walk it” between 1 to 100 Hz, with three decimal place accuracy, means ELF Unit covers any and all Brainwave Frequencies with the Benefit: you can now actually power up your Mind to manifest what you really really want, like the Space Sister Woman on cover page...

Price: $1369 (includes shipping)

The ELF Generator is a Brainwave Emulator. Capacitive Discharge antenna system produces over 88 Watts: Magnetic, Electric and Ætheric fields!

- Use ELF Generator to spur your “Psychic Power” to unheard of levels of effectiveness...
- Range of Device: ELF Signal --- One to 100Hz with three decimal place accuracy.
- Carrier Frequency: Resonant Frequency of Water from Pat Flanagan's Neurophone: 42.6 Kilo Hertz
- TrackBall Tunable Carrier Frequency in whole integers from approx 34 Kilo Hertz to 49 kHz; Use Radionic Touchplate to assist Sensitivity in discerning correct Carrier Frequency for each individual affected by device... Carrier Frequency Range is one Golden Section above and below default setting.
- Computer Controlled Trackball “walks it” up and down, with visual readout of frequencies on backlit LCD lighted screen. Brass Touchplate to Radionically "Tune" Carrier Frequency of 42.6 Kilo Hertz display. Use ELF Generator! to power up your mind to the specific “Psychic State” you desire! Block unwanted “Beaming” i.e. “Mind Control”
- Use ELF Generator! to host a “Bubble Field” of protection against unwanted external radiations and emfs. “BEAMING!”

HUMAN BRAINWAVES*

- **Delta Frequencies: 1.00 to 2.90 Hz.** Delta frequencies are monitored by EEG to occur during deep, dreamless sleep and somnambulistic trance states. Feelings of well being and pituitary growth hormones stimulated.
- **Theta Frequencies: 3.00 to 6.90 Hz.** Dreaming, visual imagery... Lucid Dreaming, Astral Projection, Increased memory retention, accelerated learning, intense and focused concentration... Feelings of universal oneness and loss of boundary layer separatedness.
- **Alpha Frequencies: 7.00 to 12.90 Hz.** Relaxed consciousness and Psychic Stimulation. A node or recurring sensitive spot right around 7.8 to 8.0 cycles. The frequency of the living Earth, the “Schumann Resonance” of 7.83 HZ is the lowest common denominator of psychic activity repeatedly observed by EEG and EKG observations.
- **Beta Frequencies: 13.00 to 36.00 Hz.** The “wide awake” brainwave state for truckers, late night driving, even fear, anger, aggression, anxiety, rage and violence.

USE ELF GENERATOR TO “ENTRAIN” BRAIN AND CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM TO GO INTO ANY DESIRED FREQUENCY!

* From Val Valerian of Nevada Aerial Research Journal, 1989 Las Vegas Nevada 89180
The ELF Generator!
A Brainwave Emulator (Extremely Low Frequency); We will begin our study of the ELF Generator! with the work of Bob Beck.

Dr. Robert C. Beck

Unfortunately, the world has lost a true pioneering spirit. Bob Beck, the inventor of many wonderful healing tools, passed away Sunday, June 23rd, 2002. His commitment to offering people a chance to "take back your power" was steadfast and strong for many years. He will be missed.

Foundation Article by Bob Beck which appeared in the “Round Robin” of The Journal of Borderland Science, Volume XXXVI, No 1 through No 6; January-December 1980. This six part article provided background and implications of field effect technology in the range of human brainwaves (Extremely Low Frequency). This historic article by Bob Beck set the stage for countless experimenters to actually build and use “Technology for The New Age”!

ELF WAVES AND EEG ENTRAINMENT
A PSYCHOTRONIC WARFARE POSSIBILITY
Adapted From A Tape Recording Of A 35 mm Slide Presentation By Bob Beck at The 1978 United States Psychotronic Association Conference In Atlanta, GA:

In 1952, a German physicist named W.O. Schumann, playing around with math as physicists are prone to do, postulated that the earth - being a good conductor - was surrounded a good dielectric called air and around this is another layer of a good conductor known as the ionosphere, the Heaviside Layer, and that this constitutes a potentially resonant system. All of you Boy Scouts know that your compass points to the North Pole because the earth itself is a magnet with a North and South Pole. Now that means that any energy trapped in this earth-ionosphere cavity -- like lightning storms, etc. -- will cause it to ring like a bell. But the surprise was that this signal frequency was the identical spectrum of human brain waves. I see we are getting some nods out there. Those of you who are up on your current physics know about this. It was irresistible to me to build an apparatus to measure the Earth's brain wave, and at the same time measure the Witch Doctor's brain waves, to see if there was correlation; which we did.
Range of Frequencies:

- **Delta**: 1.0 - 2.9 Hz (Deep Sleep; feelings of well being...trance)
- **Theta**: 3.0 - 6.9 Hz (Dreaming...visual imagery; increased memory and language function noted.)
- **Alpha**: 7.0 - 12.9 Hz (creative thought; "spoon bending" psychic activity noted)
- **Beta**: 13.9 - 31.9 Hz (Alert Awareness; Anger; Fear; Aggression)

**Source:** Val Valerian in Nevada Aerial Research Journal; Las Vegas, Nevada 1989

---

**Links for Discussion of various ELF Frequencies:**

*Total Population Control*
http://www.bariumblues.com/em_mind%20control.htm

*Mind Control*
http://www.geocities.com/Area51/Shadowlands/6583/project105.html

*Foundation Article by Bob Beck*
http://www.elfis.net/elfol8/e8elfeeg2.htm

*Comprehensive Frequency List---Extensive*
http://www.greatdreams.com/hertz.htm

*Sounds of Silence!---Excellent Discussion of ELF Theory*
http://home22.inet.tele.dk/hightower/octave3.htm

*Effects of 6-10 Hz ELF on Brain Waves*

*Bibliography of the Psycho-Activity of Electromagnetic Fields*
http://www.vxm.com/bib.doc.html
The ELF Generator is a Brainwave Emulator. Capacitive Discharge antenna system produces over 88 Watts: Magnetic, Electric and Ætheric fields!

• Use ELF Generator to spur your “Psychic Power” to unheard of levels of effectiveness!
• Range of Device: ELF Signal: One to 100 Hz; Three decimal place accuracy. Features tunable "Carrier Frequency" of 42.6 Kilo Hertz (Resonant Frequency of Water) Carrier Frequency Tunable in whole integers from 34 kHz to 49 kHz (one Golden Section)
• TrackBall Tuning “Walks It” up and down with Radionic TouchPlate for Sensitive discernment of correct frequencies for each individual Experimental Subject.
• Use ELF Generator! to power up your mind to assume specific ”Psychic State” you desire! Block unwanted “Beaming” i.e. “Mind Control”
• Use ELF Generator! to host a “Bubble Field” of protection against unwanted external radiations and emfs. “BEAMING!”

The ELF GENERATOR! may be considered:
“An Experimental BRAINWAVE-EMULATOR”

ORDER FORM:
Today, the ELF-GENERATOR! is not for any healing or medical use. It is “experimental use only” on persons who are in reasonably good health and of sound Mind!

• Read Carefully and please sign: I am in reasonably good health and understand the ELF GENERATOR! is not for any healing or medical purpose. Should I have or develop a medical or disease condition, I agree to seek and get authorized medical treatment from a licensed physician before attempting any program of experimental use with the ELF GENERATOR!. I hold ZEPHYR TECHNOLOGY harmless from any improvement or worsening of my health or condition!

Total cost: $1369-; this includes shipping. Lead time: 2 to 3 weeks from pre-paid order.

• Warranty: One full year on all parts and labor against any manufacturer’s defect.
• 90 day money back guarantee if customer not satisfied with performance and results of using ELF Generator! 25 % Restocking Fee on returns. Customer must keep written experimental notebook for three months of use.

Date:________________________

Name:_________________________________________________________________

Address:_________________________________________________________________

City, State  Zip:__________________________________________________________

Phone:_______________________________________________________________

Amount enclosed:_____________________________

Visa/MC with exp _______________________

Signature:__________________________________________
PREDESTINATION...
Is: The E.L.F. Generator!

From ZEPHYR TECHNOLOGY!
(Extremely Low Frequency)

This computerized “Brainwave Emulator” allows you to artificially stimulate your brain and nervous system to go into any desired brainwave frequency to achieve a variety of spiritual and psychic effects!

- Channeling and contacting Space Brothers and Sisters (UFO Beings)
- Electronically amplify the power of your prayers!
- Stimulate the proven psychic frequency of 7.83 Hz for telepathic communications

For more info
CONTACT:
(Do It Now)

ZEPHYR TECHNOLOGY!
PO Box 55
Bellbrook, Ohio 45305
www.zephyrtechnology.com
elf@zephyrtechnology.com
(937) 429-3847

CAUTION!
MAY BE PSYCHOACTIVE... EXPERIMENTAL USE ONLY